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Abstract
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) genotype F evolution is not completely understood in Latin America. This study
aims to evaluate the molecular evolution of HBV-F in Latin America by comparing 224 whole-genome
sequences. Bayesian coalescent analysis was performed to estimate the time to the most recent
common ancestor. Four main clades were formed dated back between 1245 and 1730. Also, four
subclades were identified dated back between 1705 and 1801. HBV-F overall effective population size
grew in the 18th century and showed an initial circulation of HBV-F from Venezuela to other countries
from Latin America.

Background
Despite the accessibility of an effective immunization, more than 350 million individuals around the
world are chronically infected with the hepatitis B virus (HBV), and numerous individuals have developed
severe liver diseases, such as cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) [1]. HBV includes a partially
double-stranded DNA genome composed of approximately 3.2 kb, with four overlapping open reading
frames (ORF): preS/S, pre-core/core, X, and polymerase [2]. As a result of its unusual mechanism of
replication by reverse transcription and the lack of proofreading activity of the reverse transcriptase, HBV
shows exceedingly heterogeneous sequence diversity [3, 4].
Hepatitis B infection may be an especially ancient disease, with scientific evidence of its occurrence
dating back to around 40,000 years ago. HBV presents an evolutionary history related to the human
species since its scattering around the world was strongly associated with the history of migrations of
the different populations [5–8]. HBV is also long-established in all America since this virus was detected
in different Amerindian populations [9, 10–12].
Ten HBV genotypes (A to J) have been already described in the World.13 HBV-A is frequently detected in
Africa, Europe, and Latin America [10, 11, 13]. HBV-B and HBV-C are common in Asia, while HBV-D is
prevalent in the Mediterranean region and Americas. HBV-E, HBV-G, HBV-H, HBV-I, and HBV-J have a more
restricted dissemination worldwide. Interestingly, HBV-F is more frequent in the Americas, from Alaska to
Argentina [11, 13–15]. HBV-F seems to be originated in Native American populations. One HBV strain
isolated from a wooly monkey (a New World monkey) presented a close similarity to this genotype,
suggesting a possible spillover between species [15, 16].
HBV-F strains have a significant divergence when comparing strains from different countries in America,
particularly among the Amerindian population. Four subgenotypes were detected until now with genetic
divergence among 4.3–6.1% [10, 15, 16]. HBV-F evolutionary history is not completely understood [10,
16]. Therefore, the present study aimed to revise the molecular evolution of HBV-F in Latin America by
comparing whole-genome sequences.
Non-clones and non-recombinant complete genome sequences of HBV-F in which the country and year of
sampling were available were obtained from GenBank (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/) (Table S1).
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Putative recombination events were verified using the Recombination Detection Program version 4
(RDP4) software [17] with the default settings using the algorithms RDP, GENECONV, BootScan, MaxChi,
Chimaera, SiScan, 3Seq, and LARD. The beginning and end breakpoints of the potential recombinant
sequences were also defined by the RDP4 software. Putative recombinant events were considered
significant when p ≤ 0.01 was observed for the same event using four or more algorithms. Sequences
that presented putative recombination events were excluded from the evolutionary analysis. Additionally,
sequences with a common origin (i.e.: nosocomial outbreaks) were discarded. All HBV-F sequences were
aligned separately by MAFFT v7 [18] and visually inspected with AliView v1.26.
Time-scaled phylogenetic tree estimation was performed using BEAST/BEAGLE v 2.5 software [19]. The
best-fitting nucleotide substitution (GTR) model was selected using a hierarchical likelihood ratio, Akaike
information criterion, and Bayesian information criterion tests with Model Finder in IQ-TRE web server
(http://iqtree.cibiv.univie.ac.at/). For each run of 500 million of Monte Carlo Markov Chains (MCMC), the
marginal likelihood was estimated via path sampling (PS) and stepping stone (SS) methods and the
resulting Bayes Factors (BF) (ratio of marginal likelihoods) used to select the best-fitting
clock/demographic model. The models can be compared to evaluate the strength of evidence against the
null hypothesis (H0) defined in the following way: 2lnBF < 2 indicates no evidence against H0; 2–6, weak
evidence; 6–10: strong evidence, and > 10 very strong evidence [20]. Both SS and PS estimators indicated
the uncorrelated lognormal molecular clock (Bayes Factor = 15.8) as the best-fitted model to the datasets
under analysis. MCMC analysis was performed and the MLE of the obtained trees were compared using a
BF to select the best model and parameter values. BF analysis showed that the uncorrelated lognormal
clock fitted the data significantly better than other clocks (2lnBF = 701.17). BF analysis showed that the
Bayesian skyline plot was better than other models (2lnBF > 100). MCMC was run for 500 million
generations to ensure stationary and adequate effective sample size (ESS) for all statistical parameters.
Tracer v.1.6 software [21] was used to diagnose MCMC, adjust initial burn-in, and to perform the Skyline
demographic reconstruction. Uncertainty in parameter estimates was evaluated in the 95% highest
posterior density (HPD 95%) interval. TreeAnnotator v1.8.2 was used to summarize the maximum clade
credibility (MCC) tree from the posterior distribution of trees and the MCC tree was visualized and edited
in FigTree v.1.4.4 (available at http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).
Phylogeographic analysis, incorporating both spatial and temporal information, was performed with
BEAST v2.6.219 using a discrete trait, symmetric substitution model with Bayesian stochastic search
variable selection (BSSVS). The reversible discrete Bayesian phylogeographic model with a continuoustime Markov chain (CTMC) rate reference prior was performed [22]. The number of viral migrations
between locations was estimated using ‘Markov Jump’ counts of location-state transitions along with the
posterior tree distribution. Migratory events across time were summarized using the SPREAD v.1.0.723.
BF > 3 were considered as well supported diffusion rates constituting the migration graph [22].
The population dynamics and the root tMRCA for the HBV-F were analyzed in a Bayesian coalescent
framework. HBV-F root tMRCA dated back to 1040 (HPD 95%: 643–1090). The substitution rate was
2.84E10-6 (HPD 95%: 1.34E10-7–1.36E10-6) substitutions per site per year (s/s/y). Four main clades
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were formed, the clade F1 dated back to 1650 (HPD 95%: 1402–1758), F2 to 1245 (HPD 95%: 1150–
1469), F3 to 1730 (HPD 95%: 1588–1854), and F4 to 1381 (HPD 95%: 1214–1458). Additionally, four
subclades were identified: F1a dated back to 1714 (HPD 95%: 1515–1845), F1b to 1705 (HPD 95%:
1508–1856), F2a to 1728 (HPD 95%: 1450–1851), and F2b to 1801 (HPD 95%: 1627–1895) (Fig. 1).
The subgenotype F1a was disseminated in Central America (Costa Rica, El Salvador, and Nicaragua),
while F1b between South American countries (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Peru, and Uruguay) and North
America (USA/Alaska and Mexico). The clade F4 disseminated from Argentina to Peru, Bolivia, and
Brazil. The clade F3 disseminated from Venezuela to Colombia and Argentina. Finally, the clade F2
disseminated from Venezuela (F2b) to Nicaragua (single event), Brazil, and Argentina (F2a) (Fig. 1).
Phylodynamic analysis of full-length sequences of HBV-F by using the relaxed Skyline model showed
that the overall effective population size grew in the 18th century (Fig. 2).
Phylogeographic results suggest a circulation of HBV-F among South America (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Chile, Colombia, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela), and Central America (Costa Rica, El Salvador, and
Nicaragua). HBV-F seems to be disseminated first from Venezuela to Nicaragua (BF = 10.1), Brazil (BF =
20.1), Bolivia (BF = 22.3), Argentina (BF = 22.9), Colombia (BF = 19.8), El Salvador (BF = 9.8), Costa Rica
(BF = 8.8), Peru (BF = 18.8), Chile (BF = 15.8), Uruguay (BF = 14.2), and Mexico (BF = 10.3) (Fig. 3).
Previous phylogenetic analyses have separated HBV-F into the four main clades: F1 (F1a and F1b), F2
(F2a and F2b), F3, and F4 [24, 25], but the origin of the geographic dissemination of HBV-F is still
uncertain. Regardless, the determination of the common ancestors of each subgenotype is conceivable,
since distinctive strains from several countries have been sequenced in previous studies, predominantly
of Central and South America (where they are more prevalent) [14, 26]. Therefore, the present study aimed
to revise the molecular evolution of HBV-F in Latin America.
In Venezuela, the subgenotypes F1, F2 (F2a and F2b), and F3 circulate among Amerindian tribes found in
the East and West regions [24]. The HBV-F1a subgenotype is predominant in Central America, having
been observed in Costa Rica and El Salvador [26], while HBV-F1b is predominant in South America mainly
in the southern cone (Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay) [27, 28]. The HBV-F1b was also found in Colombia14
and it was detected among Alaskan native individuals with chronic HBV infection [29]. HBV-F3 has been
observed in Central America and the northern region of South America [15, 24]. In Colombia, HBV-F3 was
previously described in Bogota and Bucaramanga, and the Yucpa population of Venezuela [24]. In Brazil,
in a nationwide study, HBV-F was detected in 11.3% of hepatitis B cases. The presence of this genotype
varied among regions of the country: 23.5% in the Northeast, 10.9% in the North, 10.3% in the CentralWest, 7.4% in the Southeast, and 1.0% in the South [30].
Bayesian analysis makes it possible to demonstrate inferences about the time of the common ancestor
of HBV-F subgenotypes. In the present study, in the coalescent Bayesian analysis, four main clades were
formed: the clade F1, F1a, F1b, F2a, and F2b. Also, four subclades were detected (F1, F1a, F1b, F2a, and
F2b) with dissemination mainly in the 18th century. The root of HBV-F tMRCA dated back to the 11th
century and the Skyline plot shown viral dissemination mainly in the 18th century. Our results, following a
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previous study in Brazil, observed through Bayesian analysis that HBV-F was possibly disseminated
throughout Latin America centuries ago, thus demonstrating a long evolutionary history [31]. In this
sense, Monjsiejczuk et al. (2019) [10] reported that HBV-F4 could originate from Paraguay and spread in
the early 18th century. However, the spread of HBV-F in Argentina was demonstrated to start more
recently, in the late 20th century, in the province of Missiones and Buenos Aires [28, 32].
The phylodynamic analysis also showed that HBV-F infections increased in the 18th century. This
genotype has been detected mainly in Native American groups [15, 33] and was possibly originated in
Latin America in pre-Columbian times (between 14.5–16 thousand years ago) [34]. Notwithstanding, the
entry of European conquers had a critical effect on local demography, as well as on the epidemiology of
infectious diseases. During this period, the local population fell by 80%, which may have caused the
extinction of some strains of HBV-F that were already endemic on the continent. Political and armed
conflicts, such as the War of the Triple Alliance in the 19th century, and the establishment of Jesuit
missions, gathering native populations into high-density communities, caused large-scale demographic
changes. These changes in the post-colonization period, among others, would have given the conditions
for the establishment of the surviving HBV-F lineages [15, 31, 33].
The overall analysis here presented demonstrated strong evidence about the period of HBV-F high
spreading in Latin America. However, the sampling date ranges of the sequences used for evolutionary
analysis were not wide enough and this could Bayesian inferences. To reduce bias due to these
limitations, we carry out all analyses with care to ensure the best statistical supports of our inferences,
such as the selection of the most statistically suitable molecular clocks for our data, the best temporal
signal, the highest values of posterior probability and Bayes Factor to support the analyses of
phylodynamics and phylogeography. Deep calibrations with HBV trees using divergence times of
different indigenous human populations for genomic fossils and ancient human samples are necessary
for more definitive results [5, 35, 36]. However, the present study demonstrated a historical correlation
with important events (such as the War of the Triple Alliance) probably associated with the spread of
HBV-F in Latin America. Noteworthy, all Bayesian analyses here performed were statistically supported to
report the best molecular clock and genetic model of nucleotide substitution for the HBV-F dataset. Also,
the nucleotide substitution rate observed for HBV-F is in agreement with previous studies that
demonstrated that the evolutionary rate of HBV using contemporary samples can vary from 2.00E-4 to
2.20E-6 s/s/y [5, 10, 31, 32–34, 37].
The present study aimed at determining the spread of HBV-F in Latin America. More anthropological data
would be necessary to fully understand the origin of HBV-F. We hypothesized that the dissemination of
this genotype on a large scale occurred mainly after the arrival of Europeans in Latin America and due to
the War of the Triple Alliance. Therefore, the findings presented here will be very useful to a better
comprehension of the evolutionary history of HBV-F in Latin America.
In summary, the distribution of genotypes and the phylodynamic reconstruction showed the impact of
both global and regional migrations in shaping the HBV molecular epidemiology in Latin America. The
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new molecular data provide valuable information for characterizing the evolution of Native American
HBV-F.
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Figure 1
Bayesian tree of HBV-F complete genome sequences. Significant posterior probabilities and the time to
the most recent common ancestor (tMRCA) are demonstrated in the nodes (posterior probabilities >0.95).
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Figure 2
Bayesian skyline plot of HBV-F complete genome sequences. The effective number of infections is
reported on the Y-axis. The timeline is reported on the X-axis. The colored area corresponds to the 95%
credibility intervals of highest probability density (95% HPD). The vertical line indicates the 95% lower
HPD (dotted) of the tree root.
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Figure 3
Spatial dissemination of HBV-F across the world. Lines between countries represent sequences in which
transition location occurs and were supported by a significant non-zero rate (Bayes Factor >3).
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